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SUGGESTED TEACHING & LEARNING STRATEGIES

FACTFILE:
GCE NUTRITION
& FOOD SCIENCE

Suggested teaching & learning strategies

Name Explanation

Alphabet brainstorm

Brainstorming is an effective way to help students get ideas from 
head to paper. The alphabet brainstorm helps structure students’ 
brainstorming by asking them to generate an idea that begins with 
each letter of the alphabet. This can be done as an individual, small 
group, or whole class activity. It is a quick way to generate thoughts, 
measure prior knowledge, and evaluate learning.

Bloom’s taxonomy 

A classification system used to define and distinguish different levels 
of human cognition, i.e., thinking, learning, and understanding. Used 
to inform or guide the development of assessments (tests and other 
evaluations of student learning), curriculum (units, lessons, projects, 
and other learning activities), and instructional methods such as 
questioning strategies.

Carousel /
Speed dating

This is a structured information gathering activity. Students work in 
small groups and share their ideas about an issue. The teacher gives 
each group a sheet of A3 paper with a key question or a different 
question for each group on the enquiry issue. Students have a time 
limit to record their responses to each question in turn.

Collaborative work In small groups, students can share strengths and also develop their 
weaker skills. They develop their interpersonal skills.

Create a mnemonic A system such as a pattern of letters, ideas, or associations which 
assists in remembering something.

Critical thinking 
Critical thinking is the ability to think clearly and rationally about 
what to do or what to believe. It includes the ability to engage in 
reflective and independent thinking. Someone with critical thinking 
skills is able to understand the logical connections between ideas.
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Definitions bingo
Give every student a bingo card, call out the definition, word, phrase 
or question. Students must then identify the word or picture on their 
bingo card and cover the space. 

Enquiry-based learning Enquiry-based learning inspires students to learn for themselves, 
bringing a real research-orientated approach to the subject.

Four corners debate 

A four corners debate requires students to show their position on a 
specific statement (strongly agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree) 
by standing in a particular corner of the room. This activity elicits the 
participation of all students by requiring everyone to take a position. 
By drawing out students’ opinions on a topic they are about to study, 
it can be a useful warm-up activity. By asking them to apply what 
they have learned when framing arguments, it can be an effective 
follow-through activity. Four corners can also be used as a pre-writing 
activity to elicit arguments and evidence prior to essay writing.

Glossary Students are given a glossary book/page in which they complete the 
definition or example of new words they meet in a given topic.

Hitting the headlines Find some recent newspaper articles on chosen topics and use as a 
lesson opening/class discussion.

Hot seating 
Students ask the person in the hot seat questions based on the topic 
being covered. The person in the hot seat may be a professional 
related to the topic, e.g. dietician. 

Key terms splat Teacher should display all key words from lesson/topic on board. In pairs 
students could devise questions whose answer will be one of the words. 

Match the stats
Teacher puts up four statistics/trends around the room and reads out 
four statements in relation to chosen topic. Students go to the statistic 
they feel is the correct match and class discussion arises based on this.

Matching activity
This activity encourages students to select and present key 
information from researched material. It also fosters active listening 
skills and may be linked with the hot seating technique.

Mind map
Mind maps are diagrams created around a key word, concept or 
idea. They visually represent information and the connections 
between concepts.

Mind pegs 
Mind peg word strategy utilizes the principle of learning and recalling 
new information by association with familiar facts. The strategy is most 
efficient for remembering a list of information in a particular order.

Peer teaching Students work individually or in teams to research and present a 
chosen topic.

Pre-defined grid Teacher and students agree a suitable form of recording information 
and record the relevant information in this user friendly format. 
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Roman Rooms 
memory system 

The Roman Room technique is a way of remembering unstructured 
information. It functions by imagining a room (e.g. sitting room or 
bedroom). Within that room are objects. The technique works by 
associating images with those objects. To recall information, simply 
take a tour around the room in mind, visualizing the known objects 
and their associated images.

Screwball
Students write questions on a piece of paper. They screw up the 
piece of paper and throw it to another student who has to answer the 
questions correctly. Continue until all questions are asked - the class 
decide if the answer is correct. 

Self/peer assessment – 
Carousel 

Students make their way around the room to view others’ work and 
they comment on ways to improve said piece of work. This is done as a 
carousel activity when tasks are complete.

Storyboard
Storyboarding allows students to draw their ideas before writing them in 
words. This helps visual students access the pictures in their head and 
gives them an opportunity to translate their picture ideas into words.

Student brain shower Students put all their thoughts on a specific word or topic on a page in 
the form of a shower of words.

Summary table Students complete a table summarising a topic or set of notes on to 
one page preferably for revision purposes.

Taste panel Students cook and try a range of products. They can compare the 
products based on the topic being covered.

The seven keys /
10 rooms technique

A technique used for memorising certain key points of a topic. 
Students think about certain rooms and relate a word to that room 
for memorising.

Think-Pair-Share
The Think-Pair-Share strategy is designed to differentiate instruction 
by providing students with time and structure for thinking on a given 
topic, enabling them to formulate individual ideas and share these 
ideas with a peer.

Using scenario cards 
Students use scenario cards as a talking point or opening of a lesson 
in a particular topic. These can be drawn up by the teacher or used as 
part of a teaching pack.

Web Quest Students access various websites, given by the teacher, to complete a 
set of questions or notes on given topics. 

Workstations
Teacher sets out relevant and appropriate materials at various stations 
in classroom. These can include leaflets, hand outs and computer 
stations. Students complete structured notes on the various influences 
on a given topic.


